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Introduction 
 
The Underway is a dark region of the Old World of 
Warhammer. Factions struggle in the shadows of the 
underground over its mineral riches, lost secrets, and 
potential utility to pass across the whole world 
practically unseen. This short campaign book will give you 
all you need to run a campaign game between Warhammer 
factions contesting and exploring this strange realm, 
testing not only your generalship but your strategic 
abilities, outwitting and outfighting your foes to see who 
will be the ultimate master of shadow, stone, and Iron. 
 

Campaign Turn Sequence 
 

1. Move and Explore 
2. Fight! 
3. Tunnelling  
4. Use Remaining Movement 
5. Income 
6. Build orders and troops 

 

Starting the campaign 
 

Your forces will move around the under regions of the old 
world on a square-based map, which it is your duty to your 
faction to conquer and hold. 
 
At the beginning of the campaign, each faction must have a 
500-point army list, which must start as a single army. Roll 
for campaign priority (this will be the order in which layers 
make their turns). 
 
Once the priority order has been sorted each player must 
nominate a starting passable map tile, not adjacent to any 
others, to begin the campaign. This becomes the player’s 
first Base Cavern, a location where they can recruit troops 
and build structures. Players should put their symbol in the 
corner of this and all their future map tiles – do so IN 
PENCIL to make sure it can be changed later! 
 
Finally, familiarise yourselves with the victory conditions 
in the Victory! Section later in this book: each player 
should, if possible, select one of the faction victory 
conditions appropriate to their choice of army. 
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The Map and Movement 
 
The movement points below show how far each race’s 
forces can move. Your forces will be organised into armies. 
Each army must have at least one hero or lord acting as its 
general. Armies with no general must move towards the 
nearest base cavern or force with a general by the most 
direct route. Heroes may have a force of up to 2,000 points 
under their command. There is no limit to lords’ armies. 
 
Force composition must only follow the army book rules 
when consider across your whole faction – a specific army 
may be entirely comprised of special or rare units, as long 
as the respective core units exist elsewhere in your regions 
of the underway. 
 
Movement Points 
 
Basic    5 squares 
Elves/Beastmen  6 Squares 
Undead/lizardmen  4 squares 
Tunnelling armies*  5 squares 
All mounted   8 squares 
 
* Tunnelling Armies are banners that fulfil the following 
criteria choices; 

 any dwarf force with at least one unit of miners. 
 any skaven army without war machines or troops 

above US1 
 Orc and Goblin armies entirely composed of Night 

Goblin troops (Including squigs, hoppers, fanatics, and 
night Goblins themselves). 

 
 

Starting the turn 
 

Each player moves as per the order of play. At the start of 
the turn players able to may also declare alliances (see 
Appendix A). Trusted allies may ally without penalty, hated 
enemies may never make alliances. 
 
Distrustful allies meanwhile may ally, but suffer a –1 
leadership penalty in any battles when fighting alongside 
each other, and a –25 GP loss each turn as merchants and 
commoners from each side swindle each other out of as 
much money as possible. 
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The first movement phase: types of 
cavern and tunnel 

 
In the first movement phase of each turn, each army may use 
up as much of its movement as it wishes. When two opposed 
armies meet on the same square, they must stop moving until 
the Fight! phase of the campaign turn, and are engaged in 
combat. Each player takes it in turn to move one of his or 
her pieces one square, until everyone has his or her 
movement used up or are in combat. There are many types of 
square - the rules are here; 
 
Underway 
The underway itself is a massive old Dwarf road. It goes in a 
straight line down the centre of the map. It should be 
represented as a full-width battlefield like a cavern but 
may only have upgrades as per a tunnel. If an army moves 
along the line of the underway, it always comes to another 
underway tile. Underway caverns may not be collapsed or 
enlarged. 
Rock 
Rock cannot be walked through, but may be tunnelled 
through. It is impassable. 
Small Tunnel 
A small tunnel requires all armies other than tunnellers 
to use two movement points per tile to walk down it. Only 
troops of US2 or less may pass. It is just over five man-sized 
models wide when represented as a battlefield. 
Tunnel 
Any army comprised entirely of troops of US2 or less may 
move down a tunnel. Armies with larger troops may move 
down it but at a cost of three movement points per square of 
movement. It should be around the width of fifteen to 
twenty man-sized models in a battle. 
Big Tunnel 
Any type of army or creature may move freely down a big 
tunnel. It should be around the width of fifteen to twenty 
man-sized models in a battle. 
Tunnel fork 
Tunnel forks are small, normal or big as per the tunnel 
categories above. 
Empty Cavern 
Even an empty cavern is a useful base and place to camp for 
an army. Any creatures may move through a cavern. 
Cavern… 
There are several types of special cavern with mines or 
tunnel facilities in. Some of their rules are explained in the 
appropriate sections, but the types are as follows: 
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Warp stone, Water Source, Iron, Silver, Gemstone, Gromril, 
or gold mine 
These count as normal caverns, but have certain special 
rules in the Income phase of the turn, due to their extra 
natural resources. 
 
Surface tunnel 
This allows reinforcements to arrive, and thus immediately 
counts as a base cavern. 
 
Monster’s lair 
When a lair is moved into or discovered, roll a d6: 
1-3 fight a dragon (use the rules from any handy 
Warhammer rulebook that has a dragon in it). When the 
monster is dead, the lair counts as an empty cavern. If the 
monster defeats the hapless troops, it is considered to 
remain in the cavern and will attack all comers until it is 
slain. 
4-6 Your army gets an extra special choice in its future 
composition. Beside this, count the lair as an empty cavern. 
 
Settlement 
When a settlement is discovered, roll a d6 to see : 
1-2 15 Dwarf Warriors (no upgrades) 
3-4 30 Night Goblins (no Upgrades) 
5-6 25 clanrats (+unit champion) 
 
The settlement has some houses and minor fences for 
defence. 
 
Troops who can be trusted allies to the respective 
settlement owner may absorb the troops into their force 
and take the settlement as a new Base Cavern. Enemies must 
fight the defending unit. Any distrustful faction may either 
fight the defenders or roll a d6 to negotiate: on a 1-2 they 
fight the troops, on a 4-5 they take the settlement and the 
troops leave, on a 6 they may absorb the troops. 
 
Molten Lava 
When troops tunnel into molten lava, they immediately lose 
one whole unit from the relevant army – this is the player’s 
choice. After this, the army may use any remaining movement 
it has and fight battles as normal. 
 
Immediately after the second movement phase, however, the 
lava starts to spread. it immediately spreads to every 
adjacent square. Then on a roll of a 3+, it spreads to every 
square adjacent to all the squares it now occupies. It may 
continue spreading via a 4+, 5+, and so on. A roll of a 6 will 
always allow the lava to spread. 
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Armies caught in the lava are removed and destroyed 
immediately: all tunnels and caverns affected are 
considered to be rock from now on. 
 

Exploration 
 
There are many undiscovered areas of the shadowed lands 
below the earth, and players must move off the currently 
explored map areas to expand their domains. The 
exploration chart can be rolled on with 1d6, and is as 
follows (brackets indicate a second dice roll to be taken): 
 
1 Rock 
2 Small Tunnel 
3 Tunnel (1-3 normal, 4-6 big) 
4 tunnel fork (1-3 right fork, 4-6 left fork) 
5 Empty Cavern 
6 Cavern..! 
 
Cavern..! Chart (Roll 2d6) 
 
2 Warpstone Mine 
3 Water Source 
4 Lair 
5 Molten lava 
6 Surface Tunnel 
7 Iron Mine 
8 Silver Mine 
9 Gemstone mine 
10 Isolated community 
11 Gromril Mine 
12 Goldmine 
 
Tunnels are assumed to go straight across the square in the 
direction you came in from. 
 
Contingency plan/players not present. 
Either an ally must make their moves for them (see 
alliances, later on) or if they have no allies their troops 
all retreat towards the nearest base cavern. 
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To Battle! 
 
Battles in the dark are never easy, and are brutal, deadly 
affairs. When starting a battle, make the map up as the 
campaign map shows (see the notes on each square in the 
First Movement Phase section for guidelines on the 
appropriate size of tunnels). The battlefield should ideally 
reflect the campaign map: armies should deploy on the side 
of the tunnel or cavern they came in on. Troops defending 
base caverns or mines may deploy in the centre of the 
cavern. 
 
Fighting Map enemies (Settlements, Dragons) 
Ideally, find someone to command any neutral forces. If this 
is not possible, then work out the combat by ‘autopiloting’ 
the enemy. In settlements, assume that the forces hold their 
position and that they will hold as a charge reaction. For 
monsters and dragons, assume they will always move 
towards the nearest enemy and attack. 
 
Special Battle Rules 
 
It’s Dark down here! 
All shooting troops are at –1 to hit when shooting in the 
dark. 
 
Smoke! 
Blackpowder troops are at an additional –1 to hit. 
 
Smells of fear 
No cavalry, chariots or Monstrous mounts may be used in 
the campaign. 
 
Can’t sneak past 
No troops may deploy as scouts in the underground. 
 
Don’t hit the roof! 
No units with the Fly special rule may be used in the 
underground. 
 
Lob that Rock… 
No war machines using indirect fire (stone throwers, 
mortars) may be used in the tunnels. 
 
Army Specific Troop Rules 
 
Dwarfs 

- Quarrelers ignore ‘It’s dark…’ 
- Only the Bolt Thrower may be taken out of the dwarf 

war machines 
- Miners are core choices 
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- Rangers may not be taken 
 
Lizardmen 

- Away from the sun; Lizardmen always strike last 
underground 

 
Bretonnia 

- Foot Knights; All Brettonian Knightly units (Errant, 
Knights of the Realm, Questing and Grail Knights) may 
be taken on foot, costing 12 points less and swapping 
their lances for Great Weapons. 

 
Orcs and Goblins 

- Night Goblin Archers ignore ‘It’s Dark…’ 
- All squig units may be taken, despite any above rules. 

 
Skaven 

- All Skaven Ignore ‘It’s Dark…’ 
- Watch the Roof! – Skaven Warmachines of any type 

that misfire cause a large blast template of troops 
around them to suffer a s2 hit as they are showered by 
rock fragments form the cave ceiling. 

 
Undead 

- Fell bats and bat swarms may fly as normal – they’re 
used to it down here. 

 
Wood Elves 

- Forest Spirits are not allowed underground. 
- Waywatchers ignore ‘it’s dark..’ 

 
High Elves 

- Shadow Warriors ignore ‘It’s dark…’ 
 
 

Ending a Battle 
 
After the battle, all units lost by either side must be 
removed on the army roster. All wiped out units are wiped 
off the army roster, and any units that have fled into an 
Enemy held part of the tunnels are all lost. that troops 
that flee to friendly territory do still regroup and form as 
a stack. Undead armies never lose troops in a battle that 
they win. 
 
The losing army must use its remaining movement to retreat 
away from the winner as far as possible. 
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The Tunnelling Phase 
 
In this phase, forces may tunnel and increase the network 
of holes beneath the earth. 
 
To tunnel, designate a unit to be miners. They must be at 
least ten strong, and they MUST be core troops. You may 
designate multiple units of miners, but if there is a cave-in 
roll randomise between the units for which unit takes 
which hits. 
 
Armies may only mine to enlarge their square or mine into 
adjacent squares. This may be used to knock a hole between 
the walls of two existing tunnels.  They may move into new 
tunnels in the second movement phase, and may do the 
phases in tandem, i.e. mine, move, mine, move, and so on.  
 
Each army gains tunnelling points as follows; 
 
Per 10 miners +3pts 
Per 10 dwarf miners OR Skaven Clanrats +5pts 
Per Dwarf Steam drill +2 pts 
 
To go through rock or enlarge a tunnel; 
 
Create a Small Tunnel  2 
Create a Medium Tunnel  4 (2 to enlarge from small) 
Create a Big Tunnel   8 (2 to enlarge from Medium) 
Create a Cavern  12 (2 to enlarge from Big) 
 
Roll a d6 to check for success; 
1 Cave IN! Fail and lose 2d6 Miners 
2 Lose Way (Tunnel in a random direction, use a d6; 1-2 
straight on, 3-4 right, 5-6 left). 
3-6 Success! 
 
Dwarfs consider a roll of 2 a success. 
 
other tunnelling actions; 
 
Surface tunnel (in caverns, makes the cavern a base)  8 
Collapse A Tunnel (turns the square into rock)   5 
 
Roll a d6 to check for success; 
1-2 Cave IN! Fail and lose 2d6 Miners 
3-6 Success! 
 
Dwarfs consider a roll of 2 a success. 
 
The second map movement phase follows, in which troops 
may use any remaining movement points up. 
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The Income Phase 
 

It is wealth that moves the world, and profit that rules it. 
 
Caverns and mines are there to make you money. That’s why 
many races are in the Undgrin in the first place… 
 
Any caverns or mines connected to a base cavern you or an 
ally owns by a network of your or allied tunnels generates 
you profit as follows: 
 
Empty Cavern   +20 GP 
Base Cavern   +30 GP 
Water Source   +10 GP 
(Water Source is additional to Base/Empty Cavern rate) 
Iron Mine    +50 GP  
Silver Mine   +75 GP 
Gemstone Mine   +60 GP 
Gromril Mine   + 75 GP 

- For Dwarfs +100 GP 
Gold Mine    +100 GP 
Warpstone Mine 

- For Dwarfs, High Elves, Lizardmen, Empire, 
Brettonians, Ogres, and Wood Elves  +20 GP 

- For Orcs, Dogs of War, Undead, Tomb Kings, Chaos and 
Dark Elves      +50 GP 

- For Skaven      +100 GP 
 
 
For each battle you win, you receive 100 GP from your 
rulers to pay for your expenses and Losses or in loot. 
 
Certain Buildings can add to your income as well. 
 
Keep your income carefully noted each turn, and always 
keep noted how many battles you won each turn. 
 
Now we’ve worked out your income, let’s spend it! 
 
Buying Troops 
 
Troops come down into the tunnels from base caverns – 
really like any other, but with a surface tunnel to allow 
troops to climb down into the blackness of the underway. 
 
Troops must be bought as per unit restrictions and in full 
units as given in your army book. Dogs of War may only be 
built if a tavern is present in the base cavern. Units 
stationed at the base cavern may be given extra troops or 
upgraded as normal. 
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Also, you can spend that hard-won income on buildings to 
make your caverns and tunnels better fortified, tougher, 
or simply easier to fight in. 
 

Buildings 
 
Only base caverns, or caverns or tunnels with a direct 
friendly route from your or an allied base cavern, may be 
built in. To build, there must be at least ten troops stationed 
in a square per building (this may include units from an 
Arming House). 
 
In battles, buildings should be shown at a reasonable size 
and may be garrisoned as per the rules in the warhammer 
rulebook. Unless otherwise stated buildings are t7 and 
have 10 wounds. 
 
Note that any buildings marked with a + may be built 
multiple times: other buildings must not be built more than 
once per cavern. Factions cannot benefit from other 
factions’ specific buildings. For buildings that take 0 turns 
to build, you may build as many as you like per turn. 
 
Buildings may be demolished: this requires 10 people as for 
building, and the player recoups 50% of the original cost, 
They can also be burned for free, recouping nothing. 
  

Tunnel Upgrades 
 
Type Turns Cost Effect(s) 

Fence 1 20 Gives a t5 wall crossing the 
tunnel. 

Lighting 1 45 Removes ‘It’s dark…’ in that square 

Toll 
Gate 

1 20 Represented as a tower in battle, 
gives +10 pts/turn 

Watch 
Post 

1 45 Represented as a tower in battle, 
Allows you to leave troops 
garrisoning a tunnel without a 
hero. 
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Cavern Upgrades 
 
Type Turns Cost Effect(s) 

Fence 1 20 Gives a t5 wall around the 
centre of the cavern. 

Walls 1 40 Req. Fence, t7 Walls as 
above. 

Fortifications 1 40 Req. Walls, T10 walls as 
above. 

Mound 1 40 Gives a hill in the middle of 
the cavern. 

Fort 1 50 Req. mound, gives the hill t7 
walls. 

Lighting 1 45 Removes ‘It’s dark…’ in that 
square 

+ House 0 10 Represented as a small 
house in battle, gives +5 
pts/turn 

Barracks 1 40 Represented as a tower in 
battle, Allows you to leave 
troops garrisoning the 
cavern without a hero. 

Arming House 1 50 Gives 10 non-upgraded basic 
core troops (local watch) of 
the cheapest type available 
per house when that cavern 
is attacked. 

 

Mine-Only Upgrades 
 
Type Turns Cost Effect(s) 

Mining 
Equipment 

1 60 +50pts/turn 

Deep Shaft 2 50 Allows troops to move, using 
all their movement points that 
turn, into one base cavern 
owned by the player, which is 
nominated when building the 
shaft. 
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+Warehouse 0 30 Represented as a tower in 
battle, gives +10 pts/turn 

 

Base Cavern Upgrades 
 
Type Turns Cost Effect(s) 

Tavern 1 30 Lets you hire Dogs of War 

Town Watch 1 20 Gives units of local watch a 
unit champion. 

Toll Gate 1 20 Represented as a tower in 
battle, gives +15 pts/turn 

Manor 1 30 Gives +10 points/turn for 
each hero you own. 

Merchant’s 
Guild 

1 50 Gives +75 points/turn for 
each other guild that can be 
reached by a friendly 
network of tunnels. 

Weaponsmith 
 

1 25 Allows you to give your town 
watch up to 1 pt/model in 
upgrades for each iron mine 
that is connected to this 
cavern. 

 
 

Faction Specific Upgrades 
 
Type Turns Cost Faction(s) Effect(s) 

Steam 
Shaft 

1 40 Dwarfs Req. Mining 
Equipment - Mines 
Only, gives 
+100pts/turn. 

Forge 
master 

1 40 Dwarfs Req. Weaponsmith - 
Allows you to give 
your town watch up 
to 2 pts/model in 
upgrades for each 
Gromril mine that is 
connected to this 
cavern. 

Mining 
Industry 

1 45 Dwarfs Req. Mining 
Equipment - Units of 
local watch are 
miners instead of 
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warriors. 

Bell Tower 1 40 Skaven Troops defending 
this settlement get 
+1ld 

+ Warp 
Tower 

0 45 Skaven Has a mounted 
ratling gun on top. 

Squig Pit 1 50 Orcs and 
Goblins 

Makes 50% of Town 
Watch units into 
squig herds (5 
Squigs, 5 herders). 

Fungus 
Farm 

1 30 Orcs and 
Goblins 

Each Night Goblin 
town watch unit 
gets 1 fanatic. 

Fungus 
Brewery 

1 30 Orcs and 
Goblins 

Req. Fungus Farm. 
Gives defending 
units +1 ld (this may 
not bring their ld 
to over 10) 

Chapel of 
the Lady 

1 20 Brettonia Gives a single unit 
of 5 Grail Knights 
when defending. 

Tithes 1 20 Brettonia Get an extra +5pts 
per house per turn. 

Wayfarer’s 
Guild 

1 40 High Elves Req. Merchant’s 
Guild - Allows you 
to move up to a 
single unit of 
troops or hero 
each turn to any 
other base cavern. 

Healing of 
Ulthuan 

1 40 High Elves Each (non-hero) 
defending unit may 
heal d6 casualties 
at the end of a 
defending battle 
they win. 

Treasury of 
the Old 

Ones 

0 50 Lizardmen Gives +30 
points/turn, and an 
extra 50 for each 
gold mine 
connected to this 
cavern. 

Geothermal 
Shaft 

1 20 Lizardmen Removes ASL for 
Lizardmen in this 
cavern. 
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Cave Skinks 1 30 Lizardmen All Chameleon 
Skinks trained here, 
which you MUST 
mark as being cave 
skinks on your main 
roster, ignore ASL 
and It’s dark. 

Deep roots 1 30 Wood Elves Bases Only. Gives 
50% of watch as 
dryads. 

Forests 
Beneath 

the Earth… 

1 30 Wood Elves. Req. Deep Roots. 
Allows you to train 
Dryads. 

Blackness 
of Night 

1 30 Undead/Tomb 
Kings 

Gives an extra –1 to 
hit when shooting in 
this cavern. This 
does not affect 
troops who ignore 
‘It’s dark…’ anyway. 

Graveyard 1 40 Undead/Tomb 
Kings 

Give your town 
watch a 
necromancer/Liche 
Priest (no 
upgrades) to lead 
them. 

Daemon 
Forge 

1 40 Chaos 
Dwarfs 

Heroes of any race 
(allies included) 
that wear armour 
who are defending 
this cavern gain +1 
AS 

Dark Altar 1 50 Chaos Heroes of the 
owning player 
defending this 
cavern gain +1S, 
+1A 
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Victory! 
 
Victory points are calculated whenever you choose to end 
the campaign, usually 6 or 12 campaign turns. This is done by 
adding together: 

- your current treasury 
- 20 points per tunnel 
- the income bonus of each mine or settlement you own 

that provides one 
- half the points value of all your surviving troops and 

buildings 
In addition, whichever of the following a player chose at 
the start of the campaign applies: 
 
Brettonia 
For the lady! 
For each victory add +50  VP. For each chapel of the lady 
add +25 VP. 
Riches of the Realm 
Add 20% to your treasury score, and +3 VP for each house 
you own. 
 
Chaos Dwarfs 
Hatred of Hashut 
For every victory in battle over sworn enemies (see the 
alliances table in appendix A) in the campaign, get an extra 
100 VP. 
To take an empire… 
For each base cavern add +75 VP. 
 
Chaos 
For the Gods! 
Gain +20 VP for every enemy monster or hero killed. 
Slay them all… 
For every 500 points of foes slain add +25 VP 
 
Dark Elves 
Assassin in the Night 
Add +100 VP for each enemy Hero you kill (note this down 
remember) 
Slave Taker 
Add +150 VP for each enemy army totally wiped out (note 
this down remember). 
 
Dwarfs 
Slayer 
These dwarfs have only one thing in mind; avenge grudges. 
For every victory in battle over sworn enemies (see the 
alliances table in appendix A) in the campaign, get an extra 
100 VP. 
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Builder 
These Dwarfs have the task of building up a base beneath 
the earth; for each mine connected to a player owned base 
by player owned tunnels add +75 vp. 
Undgrin Captain 
These Dwarfs have been given the mission of clearing the 
underway; for each underway tile add +100 VP. 
 
Empire 
For the Emperor! 
For each mine add +60 VP 
Vanquisher 
For each victory add +50 VP. For each soldier in your 
forces add half a VP, rounding down to the nearest VP. 
 
High Elves 
Wayfarer 
For each tunnel section add +20 VP 
Of Gems and Jewels 
For each gemstone, gold or silver mine add +100 VP 
Treasures 
Add 25% to your current money at the end of the campaign. 
 
Lizardmen 
Lizardmen have just one objective; recover the treasures of 
the old ones. For each treasury of the old ones add +75 VP. 
 
Orcs and Goblins 
Warboss 
For each warrior alive in your armies, add +2 VP. 
Dese Tunnels is OURS! 
For each map square owned, add +15 VP 
 
Skaven 
Find the Sacred Stone 
For each warpstone mine add +250 VP 
Grey Seer 
For each bell tower built add +30 VP 
A new under-Empire! 
For each cavern owned add +25 VP 
 
Undead or Tomb Kings 
Death to All 
For each victory add +75  VP. 
The Empire in the Dark 
For each cavern of any sort add +25 VP. 
 
Wood Elves 
Hunter in the Night 
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Add +150 VP for each enemy army totally wiped out (note 
this down remember) 
Loren is Watchful… 
For each base cavern add +75 VP. 
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APPENDIX - Faction Alliances 
 
X = No Alliance Possible 
B = Brothers in Arms (Same Faction!) 
T = Trusted Allies 
D = Distrustful Allies 
 

 Bretonnia Chaos Dark 
Elves 

Dogs 
of 
War 

Dwarfs Empire High 
Elves 

Lizardmen Orcs & 
Goblins 

Skaven Tomb 
Kings 

Undead Chaos 
Dwarfs 

Wood 
Elves 

Bretonnia B X X D T T T T X X X X X T 

Chaos (all 
types) 

X B D T X X X X D D D D T X 

Dark 
Elves 

X D B T X X X X D D D D D X 

Dogs of 
War 

D T T B T T T D T T T T T D 

Dwarfs T X X T B T D T X X X X X D 

Empire T X X T T B T T X X D X X D 

High 
Elves 

T X X T D T B T X X D X X T 

Lizardmen T X X D T T T B X X D X X T 

Orcs & 
Goblins 

X D D T X X X X B D X D D X 

Skaven X D D T X X X X D B D X D X 

Tomb 
Kings 

X D D T X D D D X D B X D D 

Undead X D D T X X X X D X X B D X 

Chaos 
Dwarfs 

X T D T X X X X D D D D B X 

Wood 
Elves 

T X X D D D T T X X D X X B 
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